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Editorial

This is a very serious issue. Do not take it lightly because, folks, it’s a matter of life and death. If 
you do not pick your swords and daggers and get into the battlefield right now, you might find 
Grammar dead and gone very soon.

In an era, where coma is replaced by ‘............................(endless full stops)’ ( or is it supposed 
to be a very, very long pause?) And every sentence ends with ‘!!!!!!!!!!!!( Endless signs of 
exclamation)’ (or is the sentence supposed to be really, really aggressive?), Where does the 
straight and simple Grammar go? In a time ‘ wen d artcls r almst non-exstnt’ and you do not 
know the difference between ‘you’re’ and ‘your’, how does the helpless Grammar save himself.

When every line has the tag question “ isn’t it”, ‘aren’t they’, ‘haven’t you?’ and ‘can’t it?’ Have 
become extinct.

“What's your good name?”

Do I have a bad name too?

“How are you?” “Good”.

Well, I never said you were bad. I only wanted to know if you were doing fine.

“How’s your mother?” “Amazing”. 

“How did you find last night’s concert?” Amazing”.

“What do you think of Rafeef Ziadah’s poetry?” “Amazing”.

“What do think of the new government policies on child labour?” “Amazing”.

Well, when the seven-lettered word ‘amazing’ replaces every other adjective, why do we need 
that big, fat book called ‘dictionary’?

Very happily we leave incomplete sentences hanging in the air by a breakable thread. I'm afraid
The sentence might just fall on some linguist’s head and the semantics might actually add 
‘bestest’ and ‘embiggen’ to the dictionary.

Hardly do we care if the subject and the verb get along. We leave them in an arena and then’ 
only God knows which one survives the duel. The undefended verb keeps tossing like a ping 
pong ball from the past to the future, back to the past, and then may be to the present. I wonder 
if these youngsters would grow up to be inventors of time machines. 

Neologism has become the new ‘cool’. Nouns become verbs. Adjectives become nouns. 
‘Beautifullest’ and ‘most sweetest’ have started ruling our tongues. ‘Wanna’ and ‘gonna’ replace
‘want to’ and ‘going to’ and apparently, they now run in our bloodstream.

 



People have become so pessimistic and frustrated with their lives that they ‘do not want to 
compromise on nothing’ when it comes to blasting their sentences with negatives.

The prepositions often tend to hide ‘on’ a corner and then some other preposition has to proxy 
for them. Great friends, they’ve become; almost inter-changeale.

AND the bossy ‘and’ and ‘because’ insist on leading other words in the sentences. They almost 
always lead them into potholes.

They’re vs. Their vs. There; It’s vs. Its; Me vs. I; Who vs. That; Into vs. In to; Nor vs. or; Than 
vs. Then- these conflicts are as serious as the Israel-Palestine conflict.

Like, un, Grammarians must be like, too angry ‘on’ us.

After all this, all I can say is,

R.I.P. Grammar.

  Signing off,
  
  Editor-in-chief,

  Arushi Gorsi 

Mindfulness is a state of considering and focusing on the
 things  we do continuously.

That's what we Ecoliers do at the mindful 
eating sessions, to savour the food and thank God for it. 
Saturdays are the only days when we gossip queens 
stop talking and come out of the gossip world. The dining
 hall turns into a temple as we worship the food mindfully.

In mindful eating we focus on how delicious the food is and how much hard work has been put 
into producing it. From the farmer to the cook, from the vendor to the server, everyone works 
hard to provide us with the food. Its our duty not to leave  even a morsel on our plate. In the 
end we even clap for the good meal. Mindful eating session is a learning experience and is 
encouraged by all the Ecoliers.
 
                                                                                                                     - Ananya

                                                                                                                                                  

Mindful eating at Ecole 



India calling is an annual initiative of Manav Rachna International School, sec- 46, Gurgaon. 
This conference is a unique event aimed at giving the young students a platform to research, 
express, debate, seek solutions to issues plaguing our nation and emerge as confident orators
and sensitive citizens committed to revolutionizing one’s thinking and attitude.

I am glad that Ecoliers became a part of this conference. Our team of six girls: Nechinghoi, 
Vaishnavi, Moumita, Vidyotma, Tansu and I participated in India calling conference, 2014, held 
at Manav Rachna, Gurgaon. 

Six of us were allotted three different  simulations. The three different simulations were:

1) Operation Blue Star:-

Nechinghoi and I were a part of this simulation. Operation Blue Star is one of the most dramatic 
as well as tragic operation in the history of India. The committee aimed to find that how smartly 
and intelligently today’s youth can handle issues pertaining to India. The posed crisis situation 
raised the enthusiasm level among the participants. The debaters got into a heated argument.

2) National Security Council:-

Vaishnavi and Moumita played a role in this simulation. NSC wished to see the young debaters 
discuss the flawed tactics that led to India’s defeat in the past.

   

 

  

India calling conference



3)Article 370:-

Tansu and Vidyotma faced a neck to neck
Debating experience in the committee.
Article 370 of the Indian constitution is a 
law that grants a special autonomous 
status to the state of Jammu and Kashmir.
After the round table conference, the 
stake holders were able to pass a
resolution on article 370. 

India calling gave us a great learning
exposure. Apart from the learning 
experience, each one of us enjoyed 
the comfort and luxury provided by the management.

The three day conference ended with a closing ceremony at Leela Kempinski followed by 
dinner. The live band and the entertainment made the evening even more memorable.

It was a conference and an experience like never before and we came back with the spirit of 
bringing home those beautiful trophies next year.

                                                                                                             - Gunisha Arora 

   

 

  



                                                                  Mindfulness is a very essential tool that we need to be equipped with in
our lives. It is one of the saplings that we need to nurture in order to 
become flower-bearing trees ourselves. Mindfulness is being active and 
openly present in the present. It tells us to pause before anything we do,
bring our minds completely to it and then do it, savoring each moment of
that activity, whatever it might be.

Ecoliers had the privilege of having Shantum Seth, an ordained teacher 
(Dharmacharya) in the Zen tradition of the Vietnamese master, Tchich 
Nhat Hanh on campus. He spoke to the teachers and the girls about
being mindful.

Here is what a teacher had to say about her interaction with Shantum 
Seth:

“He told the teachers how mindfulness is beneficial for them as 
educators. It helps them to cope with stress at work. They can create an
environment that is conducive for learning by remaining calm themselves. He made the 
teachers do small exercises in mindfulness by ringing a bell. He wanted us to cultivate 
mindfulness in everything we do. This experience made me look into myself and realize that I 
have a lot of energy in myself that I can channelize to do things more efficiently.”
                                                                                       

                                                                                                           - Mrs. Namta Yadav

This is from a student:

“Mindfulness is one of the virtues we need to imbibe to realize our inner beauty. I had the 
pleasure of meeting with the grace-personified, Mr. Shantum Seth, who not only taught us the 
                                                                           importance of being mindful but also the   
                                                                           importance to always remain happy in all we do.
                                                                           He  opened up even further by telling us how
                                                                           his opened up even further by telling us how his                                                                         
                                                                           two daughters are his teachers at home. My 
                                                                           interaction with him left me highly motivated
                                                                           and feeling blessed  for all
                                                                           the little things in life.”                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                               

                                                                                                        - Neichinghoi Kipgen
                                                                                                 
                                                                                                     

‘An Insight into Mindfulness’  



The students of Ecole Globale participated in a 3 day Model United Nations conference held at 
The Doon School on 15th,16th and 17th of August. The three day conference was all about 
challenging delegates, clashing opinions and resolving crisis. DSMUN acted as an effective 
platform to raise critical opinions on issues of global relevance. Each one of us got the 
opportunity to interact with other young minds and together we created strategies, solutions 
and ideas to tackle crisis.

It was truly a learning experience where all of us got a chance to get out of our comfort zone 
and get a glimpse of the real world. There were Motions of Entertainment that helped make the 
long sessions more lively and enjoyable.With the best schools of the continent participating, 
DSMUN came as an enriching experience which left us with immense knowledge and happy 
memories. It surely polished our debating skills, making us capable global leaders of tomorrow.
                                  
                                                                                                      -Neichinghoi Kipgen

An affair to remember :The Doon School MUN



 We celebrated the 68th Independence day
 of India at Ecole.

The programme began with the flag hoisting
 ceremony with the choir singing the national
 anthem followed by a speech by the
 Principal. After which Priyal, Bhargavie and
 Bijoysree  sang ‘Mile Jo Sur’ and ‘Hum
 Honge Kaamyaab’. Avanee and Varnika 
spoke about India’s struggle for
 independence and how we should stand
 united for our country. Then the choir sang
 ‘Vande Matram’. The results of the
 inter-house group singing competition were
 Announced.

 The announcement that our school has been ranked IV amongst the residential schools for 
girls in India by Education World made the day even more special.

                                                                                                            - Vishakha Choudhary    

Independence day



Janmashtami (also known as Krishnastami or 
Gokulastami) is the birthday of Lord Krishna, the 
eighth avatar (incarnation) of Lord Vishnu, believed 
to have been born about five thousand years ago
in Mathura in ‘Dwapar Yuga’.

 We celebrated Janmashtami on the 18th of 
August in our school. This was a cultural
programme held in our school which showcased 
various performances such as dance, singing and
a spiritual ‘ARTI’. The programme was hosted by
Priyal and Gunisha and they did a wonderful job
hosting the show. We started the celebrations with
a beautiful dance to the sound of live music. The 
dance was conceptualized under the guidelines of 
our teacher, Mrs. Kuhoo Ghosh and was performed
by Mridula and Runjhun. The celebration continued with another bhajan by Kinjal. Class 9-B 
presented a dance which was a blend of garba and kathak. They had the audience captivated 
by their performance. A bhajan performed by Monica Ma’am and Akash sir mesmerized the 
audience.

Last but not the least, a mellifluous rendition of a song on the life of Lord Krishna by Bijoyshree 
followed by the arti brought the event to a perfect end.    

                                                                                                               -Kiranpreet Jhoond 

Janmashtami



“ A teacher is the one who takes a hand, opens a mind and touches a heart.”

Teachers have an influencing role in the life of every student. They are like the beacons of light, 
guiding us in the formative years of our life. Teachers mould up in the process and shape our 
careers. They do need encouragement and support from the community to feel that their efforts 
are being recognized. Hence, every year Teacher’s Day is celebrated on 5th of September all 
around the world.

The day began with the morning assembly
 which was conducted by the teachers.
 Gunisha read out the news which was
 woven around the hilarious events that took
 place in and around Ecole during the week
 and that had the audience in splits.There was
 a lot of excitement in the air.

The students were very eager to perform.
There was a variety of performances like 
singing, group dances, musical skits, what 
teachers may be in the future, modern 
Ramayana etc. I am sure the teachers 
enjoyed the performances as much as the students did.

The day ended with cake cutting. Both the teachers and the students had a whale of a time.   

                                                                                                       - Manasi Seshadri  

Celebrities at ecole



The 3rd annual group singing competition was held on 14th August in Ecole Globale. The 
melody of our tunes filled the whole school as all the houses performed with passion and spirit, 
giving it their best. They sang their hearts out and it couldn't have gone any better.

There was a variety of patriotic songs presented by the houses. Aer house sang ‘Jagao Mera 
Desh’, Terra house sang ‘Aazadi’, Ignis house sang ‘Satyamev Jayate’ and last but not the 
least, Aqua house sang ‘Kasam Li Hai, Kasam Na Todenge’. The melody and the passion with 
which the houses performed had everyone in the audience humming and singing along.
       
The four houses gave a wonderful performance and the students also played various 
instruments including the keyboard, drums and guitars. It was a musical masterpiece. The 
students practised ardently and surely their hard work paid off. The first position was bagged by 
Aer house. The second position went to Aqua house and the third to Ignis. It was a wonderful 
event and it reinforced the spirit of patriotism.

                                                                                                 - Kangana Multani 

Inter-House group singing competition



                                            Poetry is something which has always been close to my heart. Be it
                                            narrative or lyrical I love it all and reciting poems is my favorite
                                            hobby. The poetry recitation competition held in the school just
                                            added to the charm. The zeal and enthusiasm with which the
                                            participants performed was commendable, be it Maya Angelou’s
                                            ‘Still I Rise’ or ‘Phenomenal Woman’ or Rudyard Kipling’s ‘If’, the
                                            participants portrayed just the right emotion. Aarjoo Bahuguna from
                                            Aqua house bagged the first prize in the senior category. In the
                                            junior and sub-junior category, it was Ananya from Aqua house and
                                            Kamya from Aer house respectively. The magic of poetry was
                                            spread throughout the campus and everyone was found
                                            remembering their favorite poems.

                                                                                                          -Shraddha Sawhney  

  

‘Poetry to our ears’



The 1st inter-house PT competition took place on 
the 30th of August, 2014. The students left no 
stone unturned to put up a good display.

Each house had a particular theme on which they
displayed their PT. The four houses did a great
job and worked hard to put up a good show. Ignis
house chose ‘Racism’ as their theme, while Aqua
house enthralled the audience with their spirit of
‘happiness’. Aer house display was based on  
‘Cadence of Joy’ and Terra house displayed their
Act on ‘Teenage Suicide’. Right from the selection of the music to the choreography of the 
show, the students made it a success. The programme unfolded many hidden gymnastic and 
acrobatic talents of the students.

The programme ended with Ignis house standing first, Aer second followed by Terra. The event 
ended with a note of appreciation and encouragement  by the principal and the spectators.

                                                                               -Moumita Chaudhary and Mohona Aich   

Inter-House Mass PT Competition                                     



I calmed myself down as I approached the badminton court. Wishes and blessings were 
showered on each player. Practices had already begun two weeks ago. Not only the students 
but also the staff put in their best efforts in order to enhance each player’s performance.

The Principal wished good luck to all the eight players. The semi finals on the 2nd of 
September were held between Ignis and Terra. They played a singles and a doubles match 
which was won by Terra house. Finals were on the 4th of September where Aer played against 
Terra. Terra house won both the singles and the doubles.

In the over all ranking Terra house stood first, followed by Aer in the second place. 

                                                                                                          -Aaliya Hussain 

Inter house badminton competition



The morning of 25th July was filled with the excited whispers of the students as they discussed 
about the approaching Inter House English Jam competition. At about 2:30pm we gathered in 
the assembly hall to witness the event. It was a tough competition , as each contestant was 
better than the other. 

In the sub-junior category, Kamya Rai of Aer house bagged the first position, Varshana of Ignis 
house was second and Isha of Aqua house stood third.

In the junior category, Anusha Rathi from Aer House stood first, Natalia Teig of Aer House was 
in the second place, followed by Ananya Gupta of Aqua House in third place.

In the senior category, Shraddha Swahney and Manasi Seshadri of Ignis House secured the 
first and the second position respectively with Mohona Aich of Aqua House in the third place.

                                                                                                     -Rishika Rastogi               

Inter house english JAM competition
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The Last Word 

                                                  “The Chaiwallahs of India”

“The most beautiful people we have known are those who have known defeat, known suffering, 
known struggle, known loss and have found their way out of the depths. These people have an 
appreciation, a sensitivity and are understanding of life that fills them with compassion, 
gentleness and a deep loving concern. Beautiful people do not just happen.” 
 
A ‘wallah’ is one who performs a specific task. A rickshaw wallah drives a rickshaw, a sabzi wallah sells 
vegetables and the chaiwallah, you guessed it, makes chai. Chaiwallahs are everywhere in India. 
Everywhere. From the busy urban street corners to hidden alleyways, at busy depots and railway 
platforms - when you need a fresh cup of tea, the chaiwallah is always near.

Thinking of a chaiwallah, we have the vivid image of a man, clad in shabby clothes, sweating profusely 
under the scorching heat, quenching the thirst of all passerby’s. Ever wondered that behind the same 
chaiwallah is a man with great aspiration and a zeal to make a difference in this world. We turn a blind 
eye to all the miseries and don’t even bother to acknowledge their existence in our midst. But when 
given a chance and the right platform, the same chaiwallah can rise to be one of our leaders. The best 
example of this is our own Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi who lived through the harsh world and 
has been able to make the best of both worlds. Let’s look up to people like him and understand that 
there is no barrier to stop them when they decide to do something. 

Next time you see a chaiwallah or a dabba wallah, don’t take them in your stride; but pause and look 
carefully - you never know, there may be a great man hidden somewhere amongst them.

                                                                                                                          - Neichinghoi Kipgen 
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